
explicit
[ıkʹsplısıt] a

1. 1) ясный, точный; определённый; высказанный до конца; недвусмысленный
explicit assurances - недвусмысленные заверения
explicit consent - ясно выраженное согласие
an explicit statement of the problem - ясное изложение проблемы
he was quite explicit on that point - он не оставил сомнений на этот счёт

2) подробный, детальный
an explicit statement of his objectives - подробное изложение его намерений

3) спец. эксплицитный
2. искренний, откровенный

explicit belief - беззаветная вера
to be quite explicit about modern art - не скрывать своего мнения о современном искусстве

3. мат. явный
explicit function - явная функция

Apresyan (En-Ru)

explicit
ex·pli·cit AW BrE [ɪkˈsplɪsɪt] NAmE [ɪkˈsplɪsɪt] adjective
1. (of a statement or piece of writing) clear and easy to understand

• He gaveme very explicit directions on how to get there.
2. (of a person) saying sth clearly, exactly and openly

Syn:↑frank

• She was quite explicit about why she had left.
3. said, done or shown in an open or direct way, so that you have no doubt about what is happening

• The reasons for the decision should be made explicit .
• She made some very explicit references to my personal life.
• a sexually explicit film

compare ↑implicit

Derived Words: ↑explicitly ▪ ↑explicitness

Word Origin:
[explicit explicitly explicitness] early 17th cent. (as an adjective): from French explicite or Latin explicitus , past participle of
explicare ‘unfold’ , from ex- ‘out’ + plicare ‘to fold’.

Example Bank:
• She told him he needed to be more creative, without being explicit as to what this meant in practice.
• She told him he needed to improve, without being explicit as to how.
• The governmenthas been quite explicit about its intentions.
• We think such information should be made explicit and not left vague.
• a highly explicit description of torture
• He gavevery explicit directions as to how to get there.
• The author is quite explicit about her political bias.
• The reasons for the decisions should be made explicit .
• The underlying purpose of his novel remains implicit rather than explicit .
• sexually explicit films/material/languge

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

explicit
ex pli cit AC /ɪkˈsplɪsət, ɪkˈsplɪsɪt/ BrE AmE adjective

[Word Family: noun: ↑explicitness ; adverb: ↑explicitly ≠↑implicitly ; adjective: ↑explicit ≠↑implicit ]

[Word Family: adverb: ↑implicitly ≠↑explicitly ; adjective: ↑implicit ≠↑explicit ]

[Date: 1600-1700; Language: French; Origin: explicite, from Latin explicare; ⇨↑explicate]

1. expressed in a way that is very clear and direct ⇨ implicit :
The contrast could not havebeen made more explicit .
explicit knowledge of grammar
The kidnappers gaveus explicit instructions not to involvethe police.
Be explicit when you talk about money with your family.

explicit about
He made the rules without being explicit about them.

2. language or pictures that are explicit describe or show sex or violence very clearly:
The film contains some very explicit love scenes.
sexually explicit language

—explicitly adverb
—explicitness noun [uncountable]
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